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CLASSICAL / EUROPEAN LASH EXTENSIONS:
Classical lash extensions is single application, where one extension is applied to one natural lash. These extensions 
will give you length and different shape (According to your eyes) but not volume.  As therapist we can only add 
volume to the amount of natural lashes you have by attaching a thick (0.15  - 0.20 thickness extensions) on one 
natural lash. This treatment usually takes one and a half to two hours for a full set. And an hour to a hour and a 
half for a fill.

Full Set: Hybrid ( approx 2 - 2.5 hours for a full set ) R 800

Full Set: Classical ( approx 1.5 - 2 hours for a full set ) R 700

2 week fill R 360

3 week fill R 490

4 week fill R 600

Lash removal R 300

VOLUME EXTENSIONS
This is the latest technology of super fine, individual mink extensions placed in fans on a single lash. I personally 
love this technique, the lashes is so fluffy and add g reat volume and curl. They look and feel more natural 
(depending on the volume you choose). With this technique we add more volume than length. The lash extension 
used is very thin, but allows the therapist to scalp and shape the lashes to create a fan effect. If 4 thin (4D) lashes 
(0.05-0.07) are applied to a natural lash it is still not equivalent in the weight to one Classical extensions (0.15-
0.20) therefor adding volume without unnecessary weight. Applications of a full set takes 2 to 3 hours.  

FULL SETS ( approx 3 hours for a full set )
3D - 3D Russian Volum R 890

Hollywood Lash Extensions  (4D - 6D) R 990

Mega Volume (6D - 18D+) R 1350



VOLUME EXTENSION FILLS
2 week fill R 450

3 week fill R 550

4 week fill R 650
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*Please note prices are subject to change without prior notice.

EXTRA SERVICES: Brow tint @ R50  •  Lip wax @R40  •  Brow wax @R50

PLEASE HAVE A LOOK
ON MY WEBSITE & INSTAGRAM FOR EXAMPLES OF MY WORK.


